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SEE OMITTED NEWS ON FLORIDA GAME

STETSON COLLEGIATE WEEKLY
Official Student Publication of John B. Stetson University
NUMBER 11.

DELAND, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, NOV. 21, 1923.

VOLUME 32

ADAM
STETSON HATTERS DEFEAT
DAYTONA ALL-STARS

DEPARTMENT OF
AND EVA PERSONALLY
EDUCATION REORGANIZED
DIRECTED BY MR. STOVER

Stetson is indeed fortunate in hav-j Speaking in several well known
ing a man of Mr. Stover's calibre as
Cox and Layton played their re- the hfead of the Department of Public northern summer schools. While at
The Stetson Hatters defeated the
the present time he is, in addition to
Daytona All-Stars Saturday by a lop- spective positions in the absence Speaking. In the years that he has
his work here at Stetson a member of
of
Captain
Boyle
and
Hargreaves.
sided score of 44-0. Beginning with
been connected with the University of the faculty of the University of
the initial kick-off the Hatters com- These two boys were partly the rea- he has proven himself to be not only Indiana summer school at Lake Wypletely outclassed and out-played the son that Datona was thrown for a an instructor of high degree, but an nona, Ind., where his ability as an
Datona boys in all phases of the loss so often.
able director of dramatic productions entertainer and director has
been
Kennedy made a dashing run from as well.
game.
, most maborably received. While at
The game opened with the Hatter the six inch line for the final touchMr. Stover has made the study of Lake Wynona he also Occupies a poreserves complete, with one excep- down. Kennedy's place is, at pres- dramatic technique and interpreta- sition of lecturer in the well known
tion, in the line-up. Within the first ent, in the line, but he isn't so bad tion, his life wor. Mr. Stover is a Rodenhayer training school.
' graduate of the King School of Oratwo minutes the first touchdown was ' in the back-field. /
The people of DeLand have for so
made by Courtney on. an end run for I Many others played a stellar game, tory, and before coming to Stetson long enjoyed the productions which
15 yards. In, the second quarter j but they go without' mention. They had been connected with several well have been given by the University
Coach Allen thought it best that his always do.
j known, colleges of the eastern part dramatic club, and later the dramatic
first string men get a little exercise, j Though it was rumored that Day- jof the country. He began his dra-j fraternity, that it is doubtful if they
so that they might not miss their daily itona was bringing two all-Southern matic work at Shepherd College, *k)-, realize the high quality of his work
workout. ' A s soon as the first string men from West Point with them, they I cated in Shepherdtown, West V a | as director. As an actor in the Dramen were called in things began to j failed to show up. One man in the 'From this school he went to ITnior^ matic Festival productions last year,
happen. On the very first play a I back-field was a sure gainer, but he Seminary at New Berlin, Pa., Jollow-| and later as Petrchio in the annual
touchdown was made by a pass from was soon over-woi:ked and was forced irig which he was for three year^ Shakespearian play, his ability to
Covington to Whitnell. After that to retire.
head of the department of public* live characters which he portrayed
the spirit seemed to leave the Day- I V/e were not able to get the all- speaking in Susquehanna University^' amply justified the high esteem with
tona boys and their goal was crossed stars' line-up, but ours was as fol- Selirisgrove, Pa., coming to Stetson which his work in the dramatic world
almost at will.
lows:
in 1908, where for the last 15 years is received.
he has been head of Depta. of Public;
C.—Ossinsky.
Whitnell and his speed, coupled
0
Speaking and Oratory in
Stetson,
R. G.—Tatum.
with his experience and knowledge of
*
-*
University.
R. T.—Tribble.
football, was, indeed a formidable
ADMIRAL SIMS PAYS A
R. E.—Cox.
foe, for the all-stars to cope with.
His firs tappearance in Chautauqua j
VISIT TO UNIVERSITY
L. G.—Silsby.
Covington, of coifrse, played his usuwas with the Brockwaite people, a >|
Thursday, Nov. 15, about
L. T.—Hays.
al game which is saying a good deal.
famous old Chautauqua organization ! 4 p. m., Admiral Sims greetL. E.—Layton.
On the kick-off he booted the pill
of some ten or fifteen years ago. Fol^ I ed the student body in the auR. H.—Mortiz.
'
over the goal each time. Covington
lowing this he was for some years I ditorium, as well as a large
L. H.—Brobson.
certainly baa an educated toe for the
connected with the National Summer I number of the town people,
I and made a few brief reIcick-off.
Q.—Courtney.
•
circuit. During this he also acted as' 1 marks.
F. B.—Hon.
instructor and director of Public^
Courtney was called out of the
^ame early on account of his speed.
It didn't seem right to let him carry
QJC [jg^a8tiasa^^i^tajitvgyjtJ8^t.gAitvgjjtx8^t^8jjtv8^^
t h e ball around the wings.
Teare tore his way through the
Daytona line, dragging four or five
of their men with him
Ossinsky tossed the ball from the
center position. We can't figure out
where this guy belongs. He seems
to play every position on the team
like had been at it for 40 years.
Hays, dean of the Metropolitan j
3chooF"or^a^, "'^fas on duty Satitrday.
Tribble played his usual position,
and played it well.
Selsley, our new guard, played a
game that is certainly worthy
of
comment.
The all|-stars just quit
trying to pull plays over his side of
the line.
*

-

•

•

FRIDAY, 8 P. M.

University Auditorium

WANT TO HEAR
A CONCERT?
Mrs. Marian ^enefick wishes to announce that there will be a concert by
the members of her vocal classes on
Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock in
the auditoriuni of Elizabeth Hall.
The Glee Club is doing lots these
days. Preparations are under way for
the trips. The boys are going up to
Tallahassee and the girls are going to
Gainesville to give the lonely boys
there a chance to inspect what they
-are missing by not going to Stetson
instead of Florida.
O
SIGMA NU NEWS
The Delt a Mu chapter has been notified that during the past year their
scholarship record was the highest of
the 89 chapters which compose the
Sigma Nu fraternity,
A large number of the Sigma Nus
"went to Winter Park last week-end to
witr ess the Rollins-Southern game.
Nell Lane took down a party in her
car, including Martha McConnell,
Jlierceda Lloyd, Jack Teare, O. J. Walter and L. F. Boyle with Miss Courson as chaperone. A splendid time
"was had and Captain Boyle was able
t o pick up hints which will help him
"V/hen he leads his team against Rollins on Thanksgiving Day.
Gordon Huie, of the class of '23,
was a visitor at the House last Monday night.
Frank Hobson is expected back at
stetson at the opening of the winter
"term.
James Pollard, Alonzo Meadows,
L. L. Smart and O. J. Walter, attended a dance at Daytona Beach last
Thursday evening.
J. Howar4 Huie and James Pollard
were in Astor during the week-end.
Ed Stone and Hall Shepherd will
exchange departments next'term, the
former going to the Law School and
the latter, who has completed
his
course in law, to the College of Liberal Arts.
The dance following the FloridaStetson game was such a huge success that plans are already being
made for a still larger and more
powerful one following the game with
HoUins. About a hundred and fifty
people attended the last dance and
all of two hundred are expected on
Thanksgiving night.

*

The type of work which modem
Foremost among , the progressive
and forward-looking steps taken by schools are demanding today requires
Stetson this year should be mention- special ti'aining for those who are
ed the re-organization and enlarge- to be responsible for all administrament of the Department of Educa-j tive duties. TJi-ained Superintendents, Principals and Supervisors are
tion.
needed everywhere.
The number of causes for the trainStetson is enlarged to meet the
ing of teachers has been more than needs of Floi-idd and her school teachdoubled. The requirements for de- ers.
grees for those majoring in EducaNormal and teachers' college traintion, has been increased. This en- ing, including prescribed and elective
largement of the causes and hands studies from the professional courses
required has made it necessary to em- in education and the regular courses
ploy an additional full time professor in the College of Liberal Arts and
to handle the work.
Sciences leading to the
following
degrees are offered: ' Licentiate of
In, addition to the courses former- Instructioh, Bachelor of Science,
ly offered in psychology, -the^ history Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Philoof education an^ public school meth- sophy and Master of Arts.
ods and management. Stetson is now
To provide proper facilities for the
giving strong courses in State and education of her boys and girls is the
County School Administration, Stan- paramount duty of every democratic
dard Tests and Measurements, High state. The rendering of efficient serSchool Teaching and Administration, vice in the field of instruction or suand the psychology and philosophy of pervision is sufficiently important to
education.
challenge the service of the strongest
men and women of our American colStetson's educational department is leges.
now giving not only the courses necessary in the training of teachers
PROFESSOR B. F. EZELL
for grade work and high school positions, but also' such training as H e a d of D e p a r t m e n t of Education
should be extremely helpful to stuProfessor Ezell was , graduated
dents who are planning to hold administrative positions in our cities from the Furman University, Greenville, S. C , in 1909, receiving his B.
and counties.
A. Degree.
He is now a graduate student for
his Ph. D., at Columbia University,
and has spent five summers in standard graduate work, in Northern and
Southern Universities.
Prof. Ezell spent five years
in
work as Superintendent of
City
Schools in South Carolina, and eight
ears i the same work in Florida; three
years in Sanford, and five years in
1 DeLand.\
He is now Professor of
—
01 ALPHA XI NOTES

ADAM

VA

and
Admission 50c and 75c

Tickets at Allen's

[yaB^BaBari!ffrfii?nirfflfri^^

PROGRAM

SIGMA NU PHI
During the past year Hon. James
M. Beck, Solicitor General of the
United States appeared before the
Privy council in London in the appeal of the case of the U. S. v. Motor Trucks Ltd., a case which arose
out of a war contract. To enable him
to appear before this body Solicitor
General Beck was made an honorary
Bencher of Gray's Inn, the first American to receive this honor. He is
a member of Sigma Nu Phi Fraternity, Legal, being initiated at the
Joseph H. Choate Chapter (Alpha),
located at National University Law
school in 1903.
Victor Hutchins of the class of '23
was one of the numerous alumni who
visited DeLand to see the FloridaStetson game. He is engaged in the
practice of law at Orlando.
Carroll Herbert, a former member
of the class of '24, is now residing at
Peabody, Kansas.

PIANO AND VOICE RECITAL

CAST—Characters as thoy appear.

JAMES KING, a rich man
Mr. Clenn Owen Rosco
CORINTHIA, his parlor maid
Miss Lillian Trice
CLINTON DE WITTE, his son-in-law
Mr. G. S. Crombie
JULIA DE WITTE, his eldest daughfer
Miss Norma Lence
EVA KING, his youngest daughter
Miss Isabel Tate
AUNT ABBY ROOKER, his sister-in-law
:...
Miss Thelma Brown
MR. JACK DELAMATER, a young doctor
Mr. Loomis Slater
MR. HORACE PIGRAM, his uncle
Mr. J. P. Edmunds
MR. ADAM SMITH, his business manager
Mr. J. Ollie Edmunds
LORD ANDREW GORDON, his wanted-to-be son-in-law .. Mr. Edward Stone
THE STAFF
BUSINESS MANAGER
STAGE MANAGER
PROPERTY MANAGER
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
COSTUMERS
STAGE FURNISHINGS

.'

Mr. Howard GaUant
Mr. Graham King
Miss Marie Anderson
Mr. Irving C. Stover
Miss FOrrest May Talbot
G. A. Dreka & Company
Stith Furniture Company

SCENES
ACT I—In Mr. King's home. Long Island. Time, morning.
ACT II—The same, ten days later.
ACT III—The King farm in New Jersey, three months later.

Professor William Edward Duckwitz's class gave a very charming recital before a most appreciative audience. This class is his Freshman ot
Preparatory class in music.
The
program was as follows:
Impromptu in A flat, Schubert—
Fay Wurts.
Frolic of the Clown, Windsor —
Barret Caldwell.
Prelude, Jones—Katherine Martin.
My Own Door (song), Osgood—
Elizabeth Brownlee.
Fantastic Tale, Pachulski— Ruth
Foard.
Scarf Dance, Chaminade—Elisabeth Kenefick.
To a Water Lily, McDowell —
Louise Keefick.
Baba Yaga, Campbell — William
Edward Duckwitz.

Alpha Xi's are suj-ely proud
of
their "rats." Last week appropriate
invitations in fraternity colors were
received by all the old girls, inviting
them to a party at the
fraternity
room Wednesday evening, Nov. 14th,
at 6:15. The evening was full of
surprises and fun. Covers were laid
for 30, the tables being artistically
decorated with double-blue and gold
ribbons and pink roses.
A three-course dinner was served,
during which the pledges entertained
with music, songs, and several clever
stunts. The biggest surprise was the
presentation of a walnut desk to the
fraternity by the pledges. Everyone
enjoyed themselves limmensely and
consider the Alpha Xi Delta "rats"
charming and clever hostesses.
0—
"BACON BAT"
A most enjoyable "bacon bat" was
given by Miss Hillis Carmean in her
room on "Society El" on Friday evening after the game. Miss Brown,
from Jacksonville, a sister of the
Misses Thelma and Joyce Brown, was
the honored guest. Lots of. music,
fun and good old Chaudoin "pep"
made the party most successful. The
happy recipients of Miss Hillis' hosh
pitality were Ree Anderson, Leola
King, Thelma and Joyce Brown, Dot
Dietz, Marie Courson, Miss Brown,
and Charlotte Farrington.
After a most perfect day, Saturday was brought to a fitting climax
by Society El joining in a jollification in Ree Anderson's room
and
celebrating the victory of the day
with a real party in true Hallowe'en
style. Most delicious salad sandwiches, olives, pickles, cakes and hot
chocolate were enjoyed by the guests.
Among whom were the Misses Hillis
Carmean, Charlotte Farrington, Thelma and Joyce Brown, Ree Courson,
Dot Dietz, Leola King and Ree Anderson.
O
M. & M. CLUB
Mr. Landiss led a good meeting of
M. and M. club last Tuesday night in
the room over the library on the subject: "The Teachings of Christ."
Mr. Chas. Koon started the program
by giving the scripture reading. Mr.
Ed Honcl.nso nga-ze ^.orne vh mghts on
the mircales of Christ, th'j Great
Teacher. Mr. .\lired Youm.an ended
Teacher. Mr. Alfred Youman ended
the program fitn a brief, but nevertheless, scholarly treatise on '.the
Church of God. Dr. Hulley is expected to address the club next v/eek.
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run around his end he nailed the man
HATTER GRIDDERS MAKE HARD
for a loss. Gus also caught a couple
of pretty passes. On one pass he
FIGHT AGAINST THE MIGHTY
came close to getting away, but was
by the last man between him
GATOR, BUT LOSE 27-0 nailed
and tlie goal line. Right after this

STETSON GIRLS DEFEAT
SEABREEZE HIGH SCHOOL

Gus was badly hurt and had to be
The Stetson girls' basketbabll team which would have tied the score, if
The mighty Gator came, and saw, Pomeroy on short end runs and Mid- taken out in the second half. He will
won their second game of the season they had been suc-cessful. • ^ t last
I and conquered but not without know- dlekauf for line smashes the Gators be ready for Rollins.
Friday night when they defeated the Seabreeze caged a foul and the score
C. W. DUKE, Jr.,
i n g that he had been in a real foot- carried the ball over for the
last
Seabreeze high school team on the was closer. Again the Eulalians
Editor •"
i ball game. Report had it that the touchdown of the game. , Florida
Some way we just can't forget that Stetson court in one of the hardest showed a little spirit and made a
C. T. PARSONS,
i Gator intended to play the second kicked goal after touchdown. Score,! run of Whit's for 55 yards. He just
to
fought games played in years. The basket, making the score four
Business Manager.
stringers against the Hatters, but Florida 27; Stetson 0.
naturally went through the entire Ga- game was hard fought, but was re- one. At the end of the first half the
STANLEY CULP,
they must have changed their minds
Although the Hatters lost the game tor team without any interference. markably clear of anj' rough work on score was 6-3.
Sports
about that before many minutes had they acquitted themselves with glory How he ever reached the goal line is
the part of either team. A little came
A. W. BATES,
In the second half, tjje Eulalians
passed, as they soon shot in their full and feel that they did well to hold a mystery, as he looked like he had
out in the early part of the game, but as a whole, played much better basGeneral Manager
strength. The crowd was the largest the powerful Gator team as well as stepped into a lak full of Gators who
this was soon stopped.
BILLY WILLIAMS,
ketball, but the Seabreeze girls also
which has been seen on the Stetson they did. Some of the boys were in- wehe nipping at him every step. Time
The Eulalians jumped into the lead played much better and the EulaliCirculation Manager
field in years, but it was an orderly jured and will be out of the game for after time it would seem that he was
in less than 15 seconds after the ans were, only able to score two
one and showed a very sportsmanlike a few days, but the Hatters have no stopped, but he kept right on and
Reporters
game started. The ball was thrown points in the entire half and these
Alpha Xi Delta
Loura Hudson spirit. The Gator had plenty of fol- more games until the big game with reached the line. That wasn't against up in center and traveled directly to
this Gator reserves either. It was some- the forward waiting under th basket were made in the last two minutes.
Pi Beta Phi .... Minna Cunningham lowers from all over the state, almost Rollins on Thanksgiving and
as
many
as
the
Hatter,
but
they
took
shouM
give
them
all
time
to
recover
thing Georgia Teach would have'done for the first shot of the game. Cap- The Seabreeze girls caged two basDelta Delta Delta
: Lillian Trice
kets for three points, one of their
their
bictory
in
good
spirit
with
from
their
injuries
and
be
in
the
best
if
they could, but they couldn't.
Sigma Nu
Alonzo Meadows
tain Jennings at forward made the shots only counting one point. Thus
i
plenty
of
praise
for
the
fight
the
Hatof
condition
for
the
biggest
game
on
Pi Kappa Phi
'Charles Bossert
basket and the score was Stetson, two
Noticed quite a few of the Rollins and Seabreeze nothing. This looked the score at the end of the game was
Phi Kappa Delta
Geo. Crombie ters put up. Also, the spirit of the the Hatter schedule. The Hatters
8-6.
Kent Club
Elvin Bass Stetson followers was just as fair and are going to work now and learn players up at the game. No doubt like the way the teams of a few years
sportsmanlike
as
that
of
the
Gators.
more
football
before
the
game
with
they
had
almost
the
whole
squad
Laura Buck, a t running center, for
Krucible Club
Billy Parsons
started off and it seemed that the
thought girls were going right that night. This the Eulalians, played a great game,
School of Scandal
!
1111 In fact, it would be hard to find any the Rollins Tars and the Tars will here. Wpnder what the
Theta Alpha Phi .... Howard Gallant better spirit shown in any football go up against an even better football about the Hatters holding the Gator did prove to be true however, as they and was the outstanding player of
Alpha Phi Epsilon .... Ollie Edmunds game than was exhibited by the play- team than the one which the Gators regulars to 13 points in two quarters began to miss basket after basket, the night. She saved the JSulalians
ers of both sides and also the specta- stacked up against Saturday.
\vhen they scored 21 on the Tars in while the Seabreeze team was get- time after time by her playing in
Chaudoin Hall
Lillian Trice
tors. While a little rough playing
Although every man on the team the first quarter. On the Dope the ting many chances to throw fouls. center.
Kollege Klatter
Henry Brackman
came out on the part of both teams, played his best and gave all he had Hatters should beat the Tars here on
Sigma Nu Phi
Hall Shepherd
it was no more than is always ex- to hold the mighty Gator it seems Thanksgiving and they are going to
Phi Sigma Eta
Glenn Sundy
which in the spicy, rippling action
pected in every football game.
that a few of the boys were outstand- do it. It is foolish to predict a score POET DISCOVERED AT STETSON
Campus Gossip
Clark Mullens
which prevails in the play from beThe Hatters lost but w e n t ' down ing and are due for special mention. for that game, and we won't predict
The Editor claims the honor of ginning to end, h.is just as much infighting to the last minutes of play Every man playd hard and deserves a a score. We will be fool enough to
FLORIDA-STETSON FOOTBALL
having discovered the greatest poet terest as it did at the time of its first
wofld
of
credit,
but
as
is
everything
and
are
not
at
all
discouraged
over
GAME ATMOSPHERE
say that we think the Hatters will
appearance some three years ago. In
the result. The Gators played heads- else, some are sure to stand out above beat the Tars by two touchdowns. of the age. This rhymer of words
was discovered only last
Friday fact, at the present time the play is
the
whole
up
football
and
intercepted
two
HatPerhaps the next game How does that listen. Hatters? Don't night. At the time of the discovery being used as a drawing card at the
Florida puts her first string men
in. Three big huskies take off their ter passes deep in Stetson territoi'y, the very ones who were so promi- fail me now, and make my great rep- he was at the height of his glory opening performances of some of the
sweater-shirts and step out on the which no doubt cost the Hatters a nent in this game will step into the utation (?)—as a critic look like ten expounding his verse to the empty best known theatrical comuanies in
field, ahen another, and then another. couple of touchdowns. Regardless of background and new ones will come cents. If we pick football winners ears of the Editor, who was at the the South, among which might be
that like baseball, let's hope that for once time deeply engrossed in his thoughts mentioned the Forsyth Players of AtIt was evident that Stetson was going this, the Hatters showed a classy air forward. V/e sincerely trust
too, good to suit the Florida coach, attack and made a number of good this will not be the case. Let those we will get the prediction right. We (deep ones.) In order to get rid of lanta, the Tranon Players of New
who stand in the limelight now con- picked the Yanks in 21 and 22 and this wonderful poet, he was told to 'Orleans, and the Duval Players of
therefore the remaining first string gains by the air route.
The game started off with the Hat- tinue to do so, and let those who do they lost, but that didn't worry us go and put some of his verse on pa- Jacksonville, Fla.
men were sent in to join the already
six .first string men battling against ters using all of their strength that not so stand at the present, join them as they came through in twenty- perj so that the fruits of his masterIn bringing this attraction to Dethey could muster. Captain Goofus after the game with the Tars here three. Guess a couple of years' time tul mind not be lost to the world.
the fiery Stetson team.
Land,
Theta Alpha,Phi is assuming
was out of the game on account of on Thanksgiving. Let's have ever didn't make any difference.
They Joyously he trotted to his typewriter
It is understood t h a t only five of
an injury- which no doubt hurt the man standing out head and shoulders got there at last. Don't wait three and turned out the bunk that you the responsibility for the payment of
Florida's second team was on the field
Hatters altho his substitute played above the Tar squad after the game years to get the Tars, though let's may read in the below, if you have the royalty privelege of something
during the first quarter. Before the
like sixty dollars. We feel assured,
a good game. Layton played end in on Nov. 28.
first quarter ended Florida had her
get them this time and by more than the nerve:
that in the selection of the cast, and
the place of Goofus most of the game
first team on the field.
two touchdowns if you can and perthe high quality of the material chosTHE
COLLEGE
PAPER
but it was the first game he had playCovington, acting as captain for sonally we believe you can.
And then that second quarter which
This college paper, it gives me a en that all time, money, and talent
ed at end and naturally he could not the Hatters in place of Goofus, who
can do towards making a play sucwill not be forgotten soon by the
pain,
do his best work.
was out with injuries, played his usuThe Gators played a clean game It lies and lies, and lies again.
cessful is going into Adam and Eva,
Stetsonites, old and new, and
the
The game started with the Gators al heady and spectatcular game. We of football and showed a sportsmantown and out-of-town supporters of
The editor's mind is lost like a sailor the initial production of the 1923-24
using part first and pajrt second string will ^i^e Florida its Newtons and like spirit. They are taught to tackle
season.
Stetson. For the entire quarter.
on a raft
men. By taking advantage of the Jones, but let us have Covey is all and tackle hard and that is the game.
Stetson's team outplaj'ed Florida's
0
He
rims
the
darned
paper
with
breaks the Gators were able to march we have to say. We claim Covey is The Hatters d onot hit their men as
first team. Stetson came mighty close
strangle
hold
graft.
down the field for a
touchdown. as good as any man in the Florida fiercely as the Gators. The Gators
to scoring in this period, and once
If he reads this poem he'll sure call
Brown kicked goal after five min- backfield.
While Covey could not act like they mean to anihiliate a man
Whitnell did make an end run to a
utes of play.* The Hatters started gain much through the Florida line, if they can just get their hands on me a liar.
touchdown, to be called back because
But I'll use his punk papers to build
fighting then and soon got the ball. he was almost alwas sure of a little liim.
of holding in the line.
a good fire.
After a couple of stabs at the line gain through the Gator forwards and
Most of us have experienced a fee-1 Covington pulled a short end run for
What is in it I ask you, and you have
that is more than most backfield men
Pomeroy /and Middlekauf were the
ing similar to this.
For instance. I I yards and. the Hatters first downj
no reply.
have been able to do again.st the Ga
Well, another victory for Stetson.
k^^dncV^gav^ the I l a ^ e r s ^^f-.You'll ..git around silent and^ maybe
DeLaud
High'-alstr-wsii. .^^a ^.v^'mtidc
iaost troubllT Newton wa's'troubled" - ^ ' " ^ e ^ bye ' '
''
it a gala day for DeLand. Joyce
ferred to above, were turned loose
ith his shoulder and was watched A thought will come and you'll -laud
Bowen's Kissimmi team showed t h e
to enter the game, it could tie heard The Gator found the Hatter line and
Talking about our players and the losely. He lisver got away for any
the paper to the sky.
effects of good coaching.
Joyce
from Florida suppoi-ters on l|he side- ends impi'egnable and the were forced lone runs and trinks like that. It
eat gains. Neither did Jones show Some one may say to me. Why look says that his team was off, something
lines, "Now watch Florida hold them" to kick. The ball see-sawed back seems that the run b Whitnell which •jlny spectacular Football. Pomeroy
here old man,
or "Now watch- Florida go."
But and forth in the first one team's hand placed the ball over the Florida goal j and Middlekauf did enough^ to make Those poor student editors are do- was the matter, for this same team
held the fast Sanford High team to a
Florida did not hold them, nor did and then another until the end of the line, although it did not count for a j up i^y. both of them,
ing the best they can.
14 to 12 score. Better luck next time
first
quarter.
The
ball
had
been
Florida go. Through the entire quarscore, has been forgotten in most of
Don't be too hasty in our judgment Joyce. All the Stetson team and
ter Stetson generally held the ball, mostly in Stetson's hands and in Ga- the write-ups of the game we have
All right. Hatters, get together
of them,
students wish Joce luck.
and outplayed Florida. That was the tor teri'itory after the first five min- soon. Whit's run was against the now and forget all about what has They are on the first round of the
The Stetson scrubs got to show
time for the good feeling, and the utes. At the end of the quarter the best that the Gators could put on the happened and look to the future. Ev'ladder of success,
time to be proud of our football team. Gators sent in all of the varsity, New- field against him and it was for fifty- ery student in school who has the And are worthy to be called men— their stuff and you should have seen
the feathers fly. Whitnell was back
Going back a little to chapel. Fri- ton, Middlekauf and Jones, the three five yards. On his journey down the real spirit is proud cf your
they have faith in the college
fight
day morning, before the game. Doc- Gators the Hatter held and Newton field almost every man on the Gator against the Gators and expect you to Which harbors them and puts them in form. Courtney made some good
gains. The game from all aspects
tor Hulley announced at the conclusi- kicked. Caurtney caught it and made team got their hands on Whit, but turn the Tars back on Thanksgiving
next to knowledge.
on of the chapel service that
the a nice I'eturn. On the next play none kept them there long. Talk- Day with a score. LICK THE ROL- Suppose, instead of knocking, that was a clean and hard fought game,
though the Hatters had them outcheer leaders, and other pep makers Courtney went around the Gator's ing about fast backs, after Whit got LINS TARS.
you give them a boost
classed.
a by the Florida backs, they looked like
could have ten minutes to warm up right end for 28 yards. After
Cheer those boys on and they just
__
0
their program for Saturday. Doctor couple of line thrusts Whitnell took they were running backwards and it
Even Stacomb Kennedy came in
can't lose.
PHI KAPPA PHI NEWS NOTES
the
ball
around
the
Gators'
left
end
was no J^ault of his that the run did
said ten minutes, and then good-naLet's all get behind them with school for his share of the glory. Stacomb
Mr. Henry Mullens and party moturedly for?:ot and continued to for- for 55 yards and placed the ball be- •not count)
made himself a touchdown. Chapee
spirit that's strong
tored to Winter Park Monday
in
get to look at his watch. Although hind the goal line. The play was
And help to put the College paper in says he won't take a hundred doljars
for it. True, eh?
not so well organiz^ed the songs and caller back and Stetson penalized for
What few chances Courtney had to some one's big Essex to see the big
the niche where it belongs.
cheers boomed along for- a full 20 holding. This was the biggest threat carry the ball, he almost always gain- game.
Did you notice Stetson's new tackle
Say that to me, and I know my heart
It was very generous of Doug King
minutes. And the last five minutes the Hatter gave to the Florida line ed and he made one of the prettist
and who do you suppose it was? None
has turned for the best.
certainly did warm up the cheers and during the game. For the rest of the runs of the game just before Whit- to take that party of girls to Sanford And we'll all back the paper and other than Red Silsby, the man who
songs progi'am for Saturday. Some half the Hatters hel.d Florida even or nell's spectacular dash through the Monday to see the game. Although
had so much to do with the Hatters'
keep it from going West.
defeat at the hands of Rollins last
tag-cards had been printed in Green better. Score a t t h e end of the first entire Gator team. Courtney came badly crippled by his absence from
O
to
year. Welcome, here. Red, we hope
and White with the words on them, half was, Florida 7; Stetson 0. The around the Gator right end for 28 the lineup, Si^nford managled
THE SPIRIT OF THE PLAY
your stay will be long and success'''Hatters Hold Florida." These were Hatters had made a great fight in the yards and had only one man between squeeze out a win.
ful.
Mr. Robert Roden was visited by
distributed to everyone. Following first half arid deserve a world of him and the goal line.
Courtney
(Prof. Russel H. Wagoner.)
this the cheer leaders with several credit for holding the gators to one showed a world of speed on this dash his mother, who passed thr;ough on
Not many students went home this
No commentator upon American
touchdown.
assistants, among them. Kirk iand
All
are waiting for
and you can take it from us that none her way north last Wednesday. In Drama today could fail to note the week-end.
In the second half the Gators re- o the Gators would have run him l o o k i n g
through h i s pock- significance of the comparatively Thanksgiving.
Bill Gunby, Miss Peek, and Mrs.
Kenefick, all helped in putting over newed strength an dthe weakening down if the had gone by the last man. ets after her departure, he mysteri- recent growth of amateur dramatics
The lights in the different dormithe peppiest pep meeting of the^ year. of the Hatter defense due to injuries Courtney was a bright light light on ously discovered among some other in the colleges and universities of this tories are burning through the wee
Dr. Hulley, our president, and Dr. told quickly on the Hatter team. the defense, breaking up play after tilings, a handsome-appearing yellow- country. From the veriest novelty, hours and some of our industrious
Farris, our vice-president, remained Soon after the third quarter opened, play of the Gators and busting up back. Owner is out of luck, as it is a foolish diversion to be winked at, students a r e already preparing for
on the chapel rostra, and enjoyed all Newton intercepted a pass and was many passes. He followed the bail all gone now.
an annual moneymaker for tbe Seni- those fatal exams. Curses and some
Who is the latest addition to Meade ors, a conventional, long standing cus- more.
of it. It is hoped that more than a downed in his tracks. The Gators Vbe a hawk and every time it hir th»?
repetition of all this will hold forth were not to be denied however, and ground Courtney was on top of it. Baker's harem?
A good lively spirit is being shown
tom, the college play has developed
after a few plays carried it over for He also snatched one pretty pass. It
prior to the Rollins game.
Mr. Charlie Costar attended the thru successive stages into a more or in the dining room a littHRDRDLU
And then at 12:45 another cheer a touchdown. Score, Florida 14; was a hard one to catch and the little Rollins-Southern game last Monday. less respected campus club or even in the dining room. A little more of
Who is she? B. Lambert.
into a department of dramatic art. this kind of spirit on the campus and
meeting was held. And then on Sat- Stetson 0. The Hatters received the back looked like he was in a circus
kick-off,
but
could
make
no
gain
and
Bob
Roden's
war-cry,
"Glutt.m's
trying
the
juggle
act.
He
knocked
And
everyone of us who has seen this nothing could be finer.
urday befoi-e the game a
parade,
The Hatters are peacefully waitinghappen and who is or has been enheaded by the Stetson band, marched Whit kicked. Stetson held the Ga- it around in the air four or five times table or bust."
We haven't heard Mr. Fluhart yet, gaged in some phase of it, know that for the arirval of Rollins. Much inthrough town. On the parade's ar- tors and Newton kicked for Florida. before he got hold of it, but he finalbut—he gave a very fine talk.
the colloge drama has only begun to terest is being centered on this game,
rival, back to the athletic field, the Again the Hatter opened with passes ly held on.
The Collegiate will be given away grow and that it will soon become a as the outcome decides the second
crowd began to gather, and it surely and finally the Gators intercepted
Say, let's
The spirit
of best team in the state.
did gather. All the parking space one. Again they started a march to
Boys, how about Doty in that line? free until after the Stetson-Rollins mighty influence.
for cars inside the field was taken, tho goal line which the green and Guess the Gators hit a stone wall game on Thanksgiving. Let's see— amateur dramatics in college should have some more of that good old
and fortunately different sections of white was unable to stop and ended when they run up against him. When Thanksgiving comes after Christmas, be of that game spirit which has al- Stetson pep that was so numerous in
games.
ways characterized the best ama- the Southern and Florida
the Univei-sity grounds had been set in a touchdown. Florida failed to a Gator back was thrown for a loss doesn't it, fellows?
DeLand Hall wishes it stated that teurs of the past. First and last it Let's show Rollins what school pep
off as parking space for the over- kick goal after touchdown. Score, it was almost always Doty who was
At the end
flow. This latter should be repeat- Florida, 20; Stetson 0.
on top of him. Doty got a hard lick Charlie Bossert seems to be spending should be the spirit of play for as we really is. Let's put this game over
shall later learn "play" is the very es- and put it over big. Remember it's
ed for all big games. A long line of of the third quarter the Gators yank- on the back of the head in the third all of his time before the mirror.
ed
the
varsity
and
sent
in
some
of
all for the old school.
sense of Drama.
Mr.
Jennings
has
finally
reformed
people could be seen at the entrance
quarter and really should not have
O
even many minutes after the game the reserves. The reserves started been playing, but he showed the old and decided to study. Thursday night
O
a drive which carried them to the HatDaughter:
"Oh, papa, what is
commenced.
fight and to get him off the field they he borrowed a dictionary and kept it ADAM AND EVA ROYALTY PLAY your
birthstone?"
ter two-yard line.
Here Stetson
,
^
Vvould have to carry him off. Doty for three hours.
I t was a great game.
Stetson
Father of seven—"My dear
I'm
showed a real fighting spirit and at
The Phi Kappa Phi boys received
The latest production of George not sure, but I think it's a grindbroke up play after play that the Ganeeds a few more first string men the
the end of a three-tried for the goal
tors made and they made mighty a visit Friday from Mr. John Bar- Middleton and Guy Bolton, "Adam stone.
same as Florida or the same as all big
line the Gators had lost three j'^ards
nett, a brother Pi Kapp from Georgia and Eva", is not a play which has
little gains through him.
teams. The Stetson men playing,
and were on the five-yard line. The
"How long did it take our wife to
Tech.
had its day, and released from the
showed good training and good coachlearn to drive?"
Gators had used Middlekauf on three
The members and pledges of Pi list of royalty plays and has been
ing. They were fit and played a great
Maybe Gus Hargreaves didn't stop
"It will be ten years in Decemconsecutive plays in an effort to
game. The school is proud of the
those end runs of the Gators in the Kappa hailing from Sanford, all went turned over to the amateur theatri- ber."
break the Hatter line. Stetson took
cal world for its use, as is the case
football players. Every man in that
early part of the game. It didn't take home for the week-end.
the ball o nthe five-yard line. CovSam says that the reason they call
Mr. Kerfott Bryant also attended in so many of the amateur plays givFlorida game deserves praise. Felthe Gators long to find out
they
ington made four yard over left tackour language the mother tongue i.'i
lows, you made us proud of you. Now,
couldn't find any place to go around the game at Winter Park last Mon- en by colleges and societies. On the because
le. Whitnell kicked 45 yards. Pomeother hand this is a modem
play to use it.father never gfets a chance
let's,, beat Rollins.
his end. On the first play the Gators day.
roy went in for Rlorida.
Using
DeLand,
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Whizzbang.
to this grown up family of "wasters,"
THE RAT TRAP PUBLISHERS.
In Eva the heroine of the story are
Discreetly yours.
the latent qualities which we dehght
RT—JOK.
to associate with our ideal American
*-*
P. S.—You write like a girl we use manhood or womanhood. Whe faced
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
DeLand, Florida, Since 1878
by reality, in this case the "fake" *
to know. Are you she?
Today I sing of a cannibal king
*
failure
of
her
father,
and
his
finanWho ruled on a lonely isle.
cial ruin not only Eva, but the whole *
Where the ick birds chirped and the THE VAUDEVILLE ACT
*
family, including even the chrpnic *
(With
apologies
to
the
Kieth
Co.)
aulicks twirped
*
(Enter comedian in pinch
back lounger, Uncle Horace, cheerfully
In ancient cannibal style.
Beautiful New Assortment
And it happened one day that a ship tuxedo from right hand entrance. shoulder their respective parts of the
Walks humorously to the center of family obligations. Of course the *
lost its way
And was wrecked on this dismal stage in fx'ont of scene showing De- comedy has a happy ending and you
Land on a busy day. Enter come- would be disappointed if it Qidn't
An assortment of I
place,
*
And the cannibals bared their teeth dienne in short skirt from left. Walks have. Thus it is that the possibili- *
ties
of
Adam
and
Eva
have
awakened
ditto. Drops small
handkerchief.
*
and stared
At the sight of a white man's face. Comedian winks at audience before in the theatre going pubblic a sympaFOR MEN AN WOMEN
|
of the few that were saved picking up ditto. Cue for audience thetic chord, and they have in turn
that will satisfy the most Well, one
honored
the
play
by
according
to
it
to
laugh.)
from the crew
*
critical
Man—"Sal, little one, did you drop one of the most successful runs ever *
Was a sailor named Bill McCork,
known on Broadway, a country-wide *
Who loved nothing so well as to sit this?"
Lady—"If I did, it's none of your popularity as a moving picture pro- *
and tell
*
((Knocks man through duction, and its consequent showing
Of the wonders of great New York. business.
&
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4
^
And as soon as he found he had reach- scenery. Cue for audience to laugh). to thousands of audiences from coast ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - 3 i * * * *
ed solid ground
I'll have you understand I'm a lady." to coast.
And saw the ikng standing near
Man—"Aw, gwan." ((Both laugh
-0He started to talk to the bloomin' auk. heartily at this.)
Tales that v/ere wondrous to hear.
Lad—"Say, I heard a good one
HERMOINE
*
The Best Drug Store Service
f Of subways and L's and mammoth last night."
hotels
AT THE
Man—"You don't say. What is
*
And the various sights of the town it?"
0 wronged and suffering lady who *
But he made special mention and
Lady—"It's a good one. I heard
dost feel
*
called much attention
a Stetson Prof, give it."
Don't eat Peanuts with your To the ladies who walked up and Man—"Well, don't keep me in The pangs of injured' pride and innocence
eyes,
down.
suspense. Tell it, please."
Deprived of husband, child, and
Judge by flavor, not by size. Parading the highways and strolling Lady—"All right. Wh yis the earth
forced to kneel
the byways—
like a rubber ball? It's a hard one, In dungeon darkness trembling in
Peaches,
and
knockouts and I'll tell you."
*
i(
: suspense.
queens.
Man—"Why— is — the • - earth
Then the king made a sign, in the like — a— rubber ball —?
That's Twas jealousy, not guilt, that sent
. midst of his line
got me. Why is i t ? "
*
thee there,
SALTED PEANUTS
And said, "Im ok mak tuk meens."
Lad—"The earth is like a rubber And filled the silly king with love's *
And in answer there came a dusky ball—because it's round!"
despite;
'The dainty, delicious kind"
young dame
(Both laugh heartily and the au- •Syeet Virtue's crown thou still dost *
And went and stood by his side.
*
dience joins them.)
At this time
fitly wear,
Hie beamed with delight at the beau- the curtain falls with a crash and the
*
Unparalleled
in
robes
of
spotless
*
tiful sight,
orchestra crashes into "Pick Me Up
white.
*
The cannibal chieftain's bride.
and Lay Me Down in Dear Old
*
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Poor Bill had to start at her clothes Dixie," as the audience with wild
Make our store your headquarters.
*
Some hatred born of envy of thy
and her hair
cheers begins to leave the theatre.)
. grace
THE
And the way she used her eyes
Has urged the fates such enmity to * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4
And when she grew bolder and wig- EPITAPHS AGAIN—
rouse.
gles one shoulder
A peanut sat on the railroad track, And tux-ned to stone the husband's / ^ * * * * * * ^ g ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
He actually was dumb with sur- His heart was all a flutter;
heart and face,
j
*
prise.
132 South Boulevard
The 5:15 came rushing along, and Forgetful of his duty and his vows. |
But the king's smile was wide as he"] TOOT~
TOOT
*
Will finish your KODAK WORK
looked at his bride
Peanut butter.
Spurred on by jealous anger's poisort-j *
And back again at McCork.
if left at any of the
*
—McKANIC.
ed goad,
'*
All of which simply means that not
lolJowing places:
*
Leontes. tears the jewel from his; *
Bracey Drug Store
THIS
SOUNDS
DANGEROUS—
all the queens
crov/n,
1*
Cor; Boulevard and Indiana
Here rest the bones
" Live in the great New York.
.4nd spurns its precious beauty as a j *
Of one, C. D.
King Drug Co.
—WORDSMITH
^ toad,
I*
He wouldn't give
Landis Block, Indiana ave.
And §ids his weeping minions beat *
*
it down.
ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENCE Any fags to me.
DeLand Piano and Music Go.
*
—DUKES 'SMIXTURE.
No. Boulevard, bet. Indiana
Nov. 20, 1923.
and Rich
Thy
*
Miss R. E. Leef,
^orrow renders thee the more
HEADINE FROM THE E V E N I I ^
agust,
City,
*
TRUMPET FOR 11-17-23
|
Thy Uearin;
aring hath the grandeur of a
Dear Madam:
,
Same Good Sjervice
'-Pot" Kennedy, by a-terrific fline
en,
•
*
Ih reply td yours of the 2 5 i h u l t ,
S W e Prices
*
would advise that Webster's Collegi- rush scores the final touchdown j, for Thougl|h slander slay thee smitten to **
*
Stetson
and
wins
the
bard,,J=iught
the dust.
*
ate Dictionary' was not one of our
game against the trrible
All-Stars Thy i^age lifts majestic o'er the *
The Wright Studios is the only
publications.
We
carry
nothing
col*
place in Del^and where the serfrom Daytona, Fla., by the narrow
scene.
*
legiate in stock. We have not time margin of 44 to 0.
vice of professional photogra*
*
for such trifles, but limit our publiphers of long experience do your
*
O
*
work.
cations to more conservative remarks.
*
Next week is to be the special footHowever, we would suggest the fol*
MIRANDA
*
ball
number
of
the
Stetson
Weekly
*
lowing as references on the matter:
*
*
Collegiate and so the Rat Trap will
*
be devoted tp the praise of the foot- A subtle essence floating earthv/ard **
*
.ball
men
and
the
game.
Let's
hear
*
f-**************************************^
seems
*
*
from you on that topic.
Miranda.
For
before
one's
wonder*
*
*
—J. p . KER.
*
I *
ing eyes
*
*
*
0
No moon-bright crystal river of a *
*
*
*
dream
*•
*
* POSSIBILITIES OF THE
*
More radiance brought an earthly *
*
COLLEGE
P
L
A
*
*
*
paradise.
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There has always been and quite
likely always will be, something about
the amateur performances in college
plays or for that matter any others
of a similar nature, that real enjoyment of the play which some have
called 'the robust enjoyment of playing." Usually the ultimate aim of
those taking part in well directed
amateur plays is quite different from
the attitude of the professional actor. For dramatics in college are
usually pursued for the love of the
art. This gives to the college production a fresh contact with life in all
of its contagious every day features.
Of the different types of actors to be
found in the college drama. you will
be more apt to see interpretations in
which the parts portrayed are done so
out of sheer love of the work than in
any other class of play being presented today. Adam and Eva by nature, is well suited to the amateur
needs for the thread of the plot is one
around which the average American
family of wealth is, unfortunately,
i nthis day, very apt to be found. The
pertinent truths of the necessity for
thrift were never needed as badly as
they are today. In developing the
plot of the play, the jauthors. Middleton and Bolton are really only giving
expression to-the everyday currents
in the family life of America which
may even now be flowing before our
very door.

O bright etheral spirit of the air.
That thou shouldst bless our dear enTRI DELTA NOTES
chanted earth!
And arch the rainbow o'er us everyThe Tri Delta chapter of Stetson
where
University /entertained with a tea
With light and love and joy and Thursday afternoon, from 4 to 6,
e€
tears and mirth.
in their fraternity rooms. This affair was given in honor of the patThe air made vocal by thy fairy ronesses of the chapter. Other honor
Perhaps we might better say Inter-Class Room
tread.
guests were Dr. Allen, Misses MarExercises. We mean the jog in the rain betweejn
That
startles
into
song
the
pixy
fay,
garet Bow, Rebecca Stuart and IsaEcon B.l and Logic F.4.
"'
*
Is trembling with sweet music round bel Tate. At this time the Tri Delta
It will ruin, these Spring days, and the faculty will
^
thy head.
pledges had the pleasure of meeting
insist tl^ac ycHi attend clasn.;., even if you have to
And floats in rippling measures far their patronesses, and the afternoon
get wet to do so.
This is a cap you can "let out" when the water
away.
was enjoyed by all who were prescoritracts it, iind "take in" when it dries and exent.
pands. Besides you can have it in waterproofed
O
Ideal
grace
no
higher
heights
could
style to keep your head diy.
Aside from these features, it's a cap that can stand
reach
PHI SIGMA ETA
on its own merits, stylish and good-looking. The
In Shakespeare's art. Yea, all tbe
only ordinary thing about it is its price—there is
judges grant
A pleasant evening and a tasteno extra charge for the features.
Thy virtues match perfection each to fully arranged dinner was enjoyed
each,
Tuesday evening by the members of
And all a single glorious -whole en- the Phi Sigma Eta. The affair was
chant.
very informal and took place at the
Inglehart residence.
The drama's potency thou art, a
Several short talks were made,
dream,
chief among them being a very enA cast of mistaken identity the lightening and beneficial talk by Mr.
whose charm
E. L. Mickle on "The Federal ReCreates romantic atmospheres that serve System." Mr. Mickle outlinei
. seem
the aim and purpose of the Federal
To cast a spell and strike the critic's Reserve System and imparted considarm.
erable practical information on this
subject
that would be difficult to se"Sure-Fit" Cnps made uv Fitva &. L e w . 702 Bro.iiJwmv. New York
source.
Thou art a living thread the gods un- cure from any academic
Among the others who favored the
wound
Comedy has always been difficult
assembly with some well chosen resee Our Window Display of
to use successfully, and good come- From thy most royal father Prosmarks, were Mr. Doyle, Mr. Anson
pero.
dies must have a thenie, and that is
and Mr. Marvin.
what the authors of Adam and Eva Who made the hills and valleys far
resound
Professor Mickle spoke a
few
have given their play. We can readily visualize a situation in which the With music of a day long, long words concerning the pre-requisites
ago.
to success, emphasizing Determinafather, a self-made man of wealth,
tion and Perseverance.
is disgusted with the careless way in
Several humorous stories were rewhich his family use the money he And Ferdinand doth bless his eyes
lated, one that was especially'enjoyhas earned through hard labor. The
by thee.
hero of the play, Adam, offers to the And Ariel waits to hear thy loved ed, having to do with an Englishman's attempt at American coolcfather, driven desperate by condicommand.
tions in his home a welcome means And "vext Bermoothes" comes at quisms, savored greatly of the golf
W. W. WATTS, Prop.
link.
of escape, and Adam Smith, as the
last to be
. vi/ .1^ ^ \T^ 'tf «i'.>''*j*' '^'i' <*> '3/ >!/
^,,'^,;^,,'ti:^,;^,'^r'tr--'^r'^,!lri
Brother (Billy) Sundy was called
make believe father is left, on a re- .A. fairy Eden blooming near at hand.
?-^1e*******^

Skrc-Fit** is a cap with a high
average in class room exercises

SURE'FIT CAP

ALL STETSON
STUDENTS
AND M I R FRIENDS
will find a hearty
welcome at the

TULIP
We invite you to make |
our place headquarters j
when downtown.
I

Soda Fountain
Service

|

Is the best and our Can- j
dies are homemade and f
always fresh.
|
128 N. Boulevard-Phone 18 |
"Where Good Things and
Good People Meet"

I

<4

"Sure-FT Caps
THE MEN'S SHOP

on for a talk on how to Milk Chocolate, but he asked for further time
to think about the subject.
Papa
Hooper furnished several humorous
situations during the evening by his
sparkling wit and good nature.
The evening was concluded by a
few social moments with Brother
Griffin who will soon leave his
friends at Stetson to enter the business field, as his course will be completed this term. Good fortune go
with him.
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Give Us Your Name

of late. We won't give her name, as * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ * ^ * * *
it might be embarrassing to his wife
and small family back home. We
BIG LOOSE
accuse Gus of leading a double life.
FITTING HEAVY
He still gets the special delivery letWARM
ters, tho.
Graham King has become almost a
BUTTON DOWN AND PULL OVERS
reguar "Star Boarder" at Chaudoin,
and there is a Re(ason).
We are all wondering where Jake
Edmund's frat pin is. Come on, now
Jake, where is it?
0

SWEATERS

V. M. FOUNTAIN CO.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SUNDAY
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DEPARTMENT
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During the week just past, the Y.
YOU SIMPLY HATE
|
Do you know that the Baptist W. C. A. conducted the World Felsome unknown reason signed up for young people of Stetson and of De- lowship Week of Prayer. Every eve^-^"
TO
LEAVE
*
one law subject next term?
Land meet every .Sunday morninj,' at ning in Chaudoin, at the time usually
*
Who are the two football men that 9:45 in Stetson auditorium for Sun- set aside for prayers, the Y. W. C.
even
after
you
have
long
#
shook hands over th agreement to day School Services? Well, they do, A. held a praper service,
dealing
raise a crop of face-grass over their and OU are invited to be present, be- with different phases of Christian
since finished your dinner at *
mouths? Was it to discourage the ginning with this next Sunday unless life, prayers being offered a t these
this restaurant. The sur- *
Say Mr. P. S. Leonard
I ladies?
you are already affiliated with some meetings, for Christian activities and
roundings are so pleasant, *
Who is the young lady who refuses other class or Sunday school. , Every organizations in this country, and for
the service so courteous, the §|
Join our Club and save | strolling privileges in the winter time student of Baptist preference should Christian work in foreign fields.
memory
of the dinner so *
because
the
strolling
hour
comes
aftmoney
j
These services were an inspiration to
be there.
pleasant,
you love to linger ^
er dark in that season?
At this time and place the boys and all who attended them.
Who are the two girls who went
and
enjoy
a little quiet talk. *
At the regular Y. W. C. A. meetto Dreka's last Thursday afternoon girls meet together for the opening
That sound tempting? Well, J
exercises.
The
music
is
accompaning
next
Thursda
evening,
the
subto each buy goods for a dress, ant.
come and enjoy the reality. *
Tailoring, Cleaning and
| then quarrel over a piece of Blue Jer- ied by the Baptist orchestra" under ject will be": "The Freshman Com*
the direction of Donald
Faulkner, mission." Girls, the Y. W. C. A. is
sey
which
they
both
wanted
to
buy?
*
Pressing Club
j
who
has
made
himself
such
a
large
yours.
Are
you
making
t
h
e
most
of
*
The question is,, who is the young
place in the musical life of the com- your opportunities? You can get no
*
Phone 28 Arcade Entrance | man that favors Blue Jersey?
*
munity. ..In addition to this there are more out of anything than you put inSome girls recently
remarked,
*
DREKA BUILDING
!
special numbers given every Sunday. to it. .What are you putting into the
*
"When
looks natAlso, the orchestra begins playing.at Y. W. O. A.? Every girl has an ac*
ural, he's as ugly as sin, but when
*********************v'^****^e^.)^e^^^^^-:lJ^^^
9:30. Come early and get the con- tive part to play. Have you found
he smiles, he's just adorable." Three
tribution the orchestra has to offer. yours?
guesses—who is he?
We would give special invitation
»i'».o—ii 1 0 <
MARTHA M^cCONNELL,
Who is the girl that apparently to the boys of DeLand and Stetson
Y.
W.
C.
A.
Reporter.
reports to her Public Speaking class University to meet with the Young
0
for the express purpose of holding Men's class which meets in room 5
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
her nearest neighbor's hand. This is of Elizabeth Hall, immediately after
ADDITION TO ART TREASURER
most heinous.
Framed Mottoes
the opening exercises are finished.
The
reporters
for
the
School
for
The class is composed of a group of
Picture Books
I
The Ideal Portable Typewriter for
Scandal a r e right on the job. If you lively young men with a noble pur- Finding of Portrait of Stradivariu8,
Gifts of Every
Great
Violin
Maker,
Has
Stirred
I
(he Student
do not believe it, do something ter- pose in their heart and sits under the
Collectors Everywhere.
Description
rible and see how soon we get it. qapable instruction of Prof. GarTHIS MEANS YOU.
wood who always has good spiritual
A portrait of Stradivarlus has been
O
'food. The class has engaged in a found. No picture of the great masThe Book Store
contest for attendance and need the ter had ever been identified and his
PHI KAPPA DELTA NOTES
assistance of every young man who face has remained a mystery for nearLr;)ther Bill Gardner of Daytona, should be there, which includes all ly 200 years. The portrait, which the
wa;! a visitor at the house this last who are not enlisted somewhere else. experts who have so far examined it f
Next Door to the Tulip
Don't forget it. Stetson auditori- declare genuine, has come into the posweek. He came over
Wednesday
session
of
a
Cremona
piano
maker,
night to attend fraternity meeting um, a t 9:45 every Sunday. Orches- who has always had the greatest inand was well pleased with the pro- tra begins playing at 9:30. Class terest in Stradivarius. He found the
meets '^n room 5 immediately after portrait in the possession of a certain
gress that the chapter is making.
»*************************^^*^^^^^^^^^^^
com- professor, who had bought it from a
Three men from the University of opening exercises have been
Geneva antiquary but who kept its exFlorida stayed over at the house Sat- pleted. We inxite you.
istence secret. The portrait, signed by
urday night after the game.
They
*
O
the painter Gialdisi, bears the name of
*
were Coach Sebring, Manager Frank
the maestro and the date 1691. StradiTHE BARNEY GOOGLE CLUB
Adams, and Joe Cops, who is pubvarius is portrayed as a stem Cromlicity man over at the University.
wellian type, with flashing dark eyes
*
The men spent the night at the chap- wishes to announce the pledging of and flowing hair. He is shown hold*
*
ter house, and left for Gainesville a t Miss Minna Cuningham ^nd Miss ing cue of his famous violins against
ten o'clock Sunday morning. Coach Kat,. Hunter. We are proud of our his breast. The interior evidence of **
Sebring was yer;^ loud in his .praise rats and we are sure t h e y w i l l live the [paintings aU_ corresponds, to, the *
It is easy to open an account with us. ^
for our football team, and stated that down to the standards di the o ^ahf. cont'emporary descriptions of Stradi- *
*
variiis, none of whicb have been in
in spite of the difficult schedule zation to the worst of their a dlity. h a r i i ^ y with various paintings which *
*
Come
in
and
say,
"I
want
to
open
an
account."
*
that the Gators have got, that the If these young ladies can fail to make have wrongly been thought to repre- *
*
"How much do you wish to deposit." we ask. *
game was one of the hardest they their grades this term, they w ill be sent the great violin maker. "
*
*
*
have gone through this season. Flori- initiated before Xmas, All alumnae
You tell us, perhaps the amount is only a dol- *
*
and
honorary
members
are
inviijed
to
da gives Stetson credit for having a
*
May Happen.
lar,. and then we fix up a pass book for you, J
real, hard-hitting, clean playing foot- be present on this happy occasion,
•^'Can we ever have thought tran»fer« *
which
we
guarantee
will
be
a
Source
entering the amount of your deposit.
*
ball team, and one which they were
*
enfe?"
*
*
proud to beat.
i bf delight to the onlookers.
•IRadlo may bring it about."
After that we get your official "John Hancock" *
*
O
"Eh?"
*
Armistice Day marked a general
on a card so that we will always know your **
"If the .i^lrls can arrange their hair *
exodus of Phi Kapps towards Winter
CHAUDOIN CHIPS
signature.
*
*
in suitable wave lengths."
Park to see the
Rollins-Southern
*
*
football game.
And then you add regularly to your account *
*
A case of histaken identity the
:N HER DEFENSE
*
*
and are the better off for it.
Professor Mickle took his family other morning put an end to Ruth
*
*
and Mr. Louis Ossinsky down, and Jenings' vocal aspirations.—Chips.
*
*
*
*
reported that his only trouble was in Speaking of fly-away locks—did
*
*
trying to see the football game, be- finybody see Mina at breakftst Wed*
*
cause of the dust.
nesday morning?—Chips.
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gunby, Misses
Great excitement at the football
*
*
*
*
Persis Burns, Mary Tribble, and Mr. table yesterday—all over one little
*
*
Bill Hardin went down as the guests flyj-^Cbips.
*
*
of Mr. Steve Marvin in the famous
When you—
Member
Federal
Reserve
System
*
*
O.o^
MYSTERIOUS SCHOOL
*
"Marvin Car". The party had supOverslept breakfast.
*
FOR SCANDAL
M E E T S per in Orlando after the game, and
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
And forgot to do that assignment.
"I don't like Addie Adder. She'i
returned the young ladies to ChauAnd no matter how long you look- two-faced."
Wednesday night was held a regu doin at eight-thirty. A dandy time
ed, you couldn't find any mail.
"She never Impressed me that way.
>-.i>..<i>.>t'.Ai>...a^
lar meeting of the School for Scan was had by all and Bill Gunby was
And there was tapioca for dinner— I always thought it was the same eld
day which was recently organized. in the heighth of his glory.
And hot dogs for supper—
face with a different makeup."
The societ is pleased to announce the
Ray
Anson
and
Steve
Crombie
And
just
as
you
were
getting
ready
following pledges: Misses ? ? ? and
It Will End Up the Same.
Messrs. ? ? and ?. The School for spent the week-end a t Ray's home in to turn in—you were informed that
"So your son will not become aa
Orlando.
They
bummed
around
all
Student
Council
wanted
you—
Scandal is growing rapidly and has
And then your strolling privileges ar^ator after all?"
made plans for a strenuous year. It week-end, and their only accomplish"No, he's taking up chemistry now,"
ment
was
the
witnessing
of
the
Roltook wings and flew away!
*
wishes to cooperate with the Univer"Ah, eventually he'll fly in the a k
Well, say!! Isn't it a H
- ! of a anyway."'
sity in suppression of
dangerous lins-Southern battle. They left Orfeeling?—Chips.
practices and hopes to see 25 stu- lando by request.
Charlie Leonard flivvered to Lake
Some of the law students wonder
The Test.
dents shipped by Christmas. The S.
Hub—I spend all ray money on yea.
for S. chose for their colors, dark City last Friday. We don't know wh why one of the ministerial students
Ne man can do more than that.
black and light white. The pledge he went, b u t those curious,may find is anxious to take law!—Chips.
Pouting Wife—If you really loved
Peculiar ice cream we are having
pins will be here as soon as the ten out by questioning Kirk Gunby of
*
me you'd be willing te run into debt *^
the
Sig
house,
who
accompanied
him.
in
dining
room
now,
at
least
the
Jib
cent store can order them. It was
for
me.
They
have
been
sworn
off
and
dekind that Potatoes likes.—Chips.
reported that there was a movement
****************************************
The rats who have been asking Leon foot by some pf the wrong-doers clare that they will wait till they get
to attack this society in various ways a car that will run without the motor ola for special permissions are wonand for this reason two barrels of falling out before they attempt the dering if she gave Jake the same anThe old Ford just swer that she gives them; which is as
tar and a bale of feathers have been trip again.
couldn't
stand
the gaff.
follows: "Jake, er—I don't think
ordered.
*
Saturday night Rats Brakmann and so—-er:—wait a minute—. Well
*
Wednesday evening the officers of Leonard hoisted sail for Winter Ha- I guess so this time—but please
*
LINCOLN HULLEY, PH. D., LITT. D., PRESIDENT
the society met and passed judgment ven, where they spend the remainder don't —ask me again. You know
DeLand, Florida
upon some fresh scandal which had of the week-end. They reported s what an embarassing position
THE COLLEGE GRADUATE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND SCIENCE—Courses leading to t h e
this
*
degrees of Master of Arts and Sciences.
been unearthed in the last few days, strong week-end, and arrived back on puts me in."
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR MEN—Sixteen Carnegie units required for admission.
the essence of which was not good, the scene on Tuesday.
Twenty-one departments in all.
A group of brilliant Juniors and
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR WOMEN—A woman'dean, separate dormitories for women,
*
Bill Hardin has declared himself Seniors on the back row of Psycholand we hate to publish it, bbut duty
and a separate gymnasium.
*
corns first with us. Cast your op- as being off of "Skirts" for the rest ogy class had quite an f^xciting dis- *
THE COLLEGE OF LAW—Course.leading t o t h e LL.- B. degree. Graduates admitted to practice in
*
Florida
without
examination.
of his life. Too many bad checks— cussion over the location of the city
tics on this:
*
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING—Courses in Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical engineer*
ing leadng to degrees.
of Duluth. Slats, the veteran of
Who was the young lady who had poor boy.
*
THE COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS—Especially for Flordia teachers, strong normal courses and special
Brothers Harry Amidon and Ed Dean Carson's history department,
a date with a boy in the library, and
teachers' courses.
*
Beebe
spent
Thursday
and
Friday
visdeclares
Duluth
to
be
in
Wisconsin.
T
H
E
COLLEGE
OF
BUSINESS—Besides
Banking,
Book-keeping,
Accounting,
Shorthand,
Tygjewriting.
*
when he did not show up, she sent
cour.ses n History, Law, Economics and Finance.
iting the boys at the chapter house. Ree thinks it is in Mich. Flossie is
*
two other men outj to locate him?
T H E ACADEMY—Sixteen units for graduation. Prepares for Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Chicago, and
*
They report that the ice business in
all high grade colleges.
Who are the men who ,keep their Hollywood is bum and getting bet- quite sure it is in Texas. Thomas
*
THE SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS—For< boys and young men desiring manual training, mechanhasn't
the
least
idea
where
it
is.
He
*
ical drawing, e t c .
girls in Talahassee, so as to two-time ter.
says he hasn't been there. We sugTHE SCHOOL OF MUSIC—Separate teachers for piano, pipe organ, violin, voice, harmony, and
*
them, and send for them occasionchorus work.
Buddy Rasco went to Tavares on gest that a course in Georgraphy be
*
T H E SCHOOL OF F I N E ARTS—Free hand and life drawing. Painting in oil, water color, pastel, etc.
ally?
*
Armistice Day. He refereed
the added to the curriculum.
SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO
*
Who is the young man that brought DeLand-Orlando game there that af1. T H E PRELIMINARY COURSES IN AGRICULTURE—Botany, Biology, Organic and Inorganic
0
'.
*
Chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis. Agricultural Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geoloa Chaudoin girl a sheet of music en- tenioon, and in spite of the fact, Orgy,
etc.
*
Billy: "Kitty, what's the differtitled: "Kiss Me Again?" Did he lando won. Buddy said that he did ence between a widow and a widow2 T H E PRE-MEDICAL COURSE—Physiology, Biology, Anatomy, Bacteriology, Histology, Zoology,
*
Botany, General Chemistry. Inorganic Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry,,
er?"
mean it?
*
his best to keep the score down, tho.
3. T H E COURSE FOR RELIGIOUS WORKERS—In Bibical Literature, History, English, Psychol*
Kitty: "A wdower has had more
ogy, Pedagogy, Ethics, Logic and Theism.
Who is the college girl who is inGus Dunn is seen strolling down
*
Before you laugh, be sure that
terested in a law student and for West Minnesota Avenue verv often husbands. *
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